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STUDENT FALLS FROM FOURTH FLOOR OF CENTENNIAL HALL
SEE PAGE 2
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10 YEARS
ttSIRATIONSr NICK BAKER

Soldiers deploy Sunday for Afghanistan
-

For the brave and for the fallen, the
University is holding a tribute and
a moment of silence for the 10-year
anniversary of Sept. 11 before the
football home opener against
Morgan State on Saturday.
The Mid-American Conference
and the athletics department
teamed up with an organization
called Wounded Warriors, according
to Chris Marcum, director of marketing and promotions for athletics.
Wounded Warriors honors and
empowers military persons who

have ni^pr injuries on or after
Sept. 11. They encourage veterans
as they readjust to civilian life and
can service injuries from physical to
mental and emotional stress.
The Falcon football team will
be hosting two wounded warriors,
Claude Owens and Lynda Harvey,
who will be named honorary captains at the game on Saturday.
In addition to the tribute before the
game, the Falcon matching band—
along with ROTC and the men's chorus—will perform a halftime show,
and there will be a post-game patriotic firework display according to
SN SPORTS I Page 2
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On Sunday, the 10th anniversary of
the Sept 11,2001 terrorist attacks, the
Ohio National Guard will deploy BOO
soldiers to Afghanistan—the largest
National Guard deployment since
WoridWarll.
Junior Michael Hanna will be a part
of that deployment and has been waiting years for this moment.
"I've been training for a long time,"
Hanna said. "But I've known since I
was in the first grade that this is what I
wanted to do."
llanna's mom, Cheryl Hanna,

Tutoring centralized in library

Strut a spirited style at games

Volleyball opens the Stroh Center

The newly established Learning Center

Worried about what to wear to the first foot-

The BG volleyball team, after starting the season

located at the Jerome Library provides space

ball game this weekend ? Pulse columnist

6-0 on the road, plays their first home game

for students to receive tutoring for writing,

Rebecca Humberger explains the do's and

Friday, the first athletic event in the Stroh Center.

math and other subjects | Page 6

do not's of Falcon fashion | Page 3

They take on Michigan State at 6 p.m. | Page 8

PV

said serving the country has been
Michael's dream for the majority of
his life.
"When he was in first grade, he
wanted to be a minister," Cheryl said.
"He even dressed up as a minister
and brought a Bible to career day. But
at the end of the year he changed his
mind. He told me his calling was to be
a soldier. And it hasn't changed since."
When the United States was under
attack on Sept. 11, 2001, Hanna said
the impact altered his thinking.
"I used to go hunting and do outdoorsy stuff with my Dad," Hanna
said. "And I liked that idea of the solSee SOLDIERS I Pane 2

What is the biggest difference you have seen
since Sept. 11,2001?
MACKENZIE WILLIAMS
Sophomore. Communications
"Unity of everyone and overall
patriotism" | Page 4
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SAMUEL HAMILTON, freshman, fell from a fourth floor window on the east side of Centennial Hall Thursday afternoon.

Freshman falls from
residence hall window
By Dana* King
Assistant Pulse Editor

At approximately 3 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 8, freshman
Samuel Hamilton fell out of
a fourth floor window on the
east side of Centennial Hall.
A witness to the incident
called 911, and the Bowling
Green Fire Division was
the first to respond to the
call, said Dave Kielmeyer,
University spokesperson.
Hamilton was conscious
when the Fire Division
arrived and was transported
to Wood County Hospital
and then taken to St. Vincent
Hospital via air ambulance.
Kielmeyer said.
The University responded
to the crisis according to
their crisis plan by having a
closed meeting in the conference room of Centennial
Hall, Kielmeyer said.

"In the conference room
of Centennial Hall we |had|
... the key people we need
sitting down and talking about the response,"
Kielmeyer said.
Kielmeyer said the smaller section of the windows
in Centennial Hall can be
opened.
"We did have our facility
staff and building general
contractor take a look at the
windows in the building,
and they have determined
that the windows are safe,"
Kielmeyer said.
The University Police are
currently investigating the
incident despite the determined safety of the building
windows, Kielmeyer said.
Danik Kumar, a student
who lives on the fourth
floor of Centennial Hall
said Hamilton was upset
Wednesday night
but

seemed "cool" later and not
as if he would intentionally
endanger himself.
Then Thursday at about
3 p.m., Kumar said he saw
Hamilton fall and thought
he broke his leg. Hamilton
was then carried away on a
stretcher. Kumar said.
Hamilton was in the
emergency room at St.
Vincent Hospital in Toledo
Thursday night.
Centennial Hall hosted
floor meetings for residents
Thursday night. A representative from the counseling
center was present at each
meeting.
"|The meetingsl were just
designed to update residents
on what we knew and provide counseling if anyone
needed it or would like it,"
Kielmeyer said.

Marcum.
"We felt as a department
that this was a significant
occurrence in history... that
we are still recovering from,
in some ways," Marcum
said, "A lot of people were
affected by it, in athletics
and across campus."
Head coach Dave Clawson
has personal ties with the
tragic event that took place
10 years ago.
"My sister worked in the
second world trade center,"
Clawson said. "And a young
man I coached already
passed away on 9/11; he
worked in the first tower."
Owens, a member of the
U.S. air force, is set to have
dinner with the football
team and give them a pregaine pep talk.
Before Owens' military
career, he used to play semiprofessional football. After
sustaining his severe inju-

SOLDIERS
From Page 1

dier. But 9/11 was a real call
to action."
Cheryl said she remembers
discussing the sensitive topic
with Michael, who was in
fifth grade.
"I remember sitting down
with him and telling him he
would have to pay special
attention to what was going
on in the world if he really
wanted to be a soldier," Cheryl
said. "And he did. He realized
how it changed the world."
Michael said he vividly
remembers the heroic people
and patriotism.
"I can remember the firefighters and police on TV,"
Hanna said. "I remember the
people on Might 93 were really heroic."
Exactly 10 years later, a
grown-up Hanna is setting
out to be one of these heroes.
"I think it is really cool to be
deployed on the anniversary,"

ry in the air force, he was
unable to pick the pigskin
up at the same leveL
Defensive Tackle Chris
Jones visited Ground Zero
over the summer.
"When it happened I was
younger and didn't know too
much about it then, but when
you see something like that
your heart kind of just sinks,
and you just imagine all that
happened," Jones said.
Harvey, an 18-year veteran
of the US. Army, will accompany Owens Saturday to
share their stories and take
a moment of silence before
the game.
After serving her country for almost two decades,
Harvey suffers from posttraumatic stress.
Clawson said he hopes this
experience is humbling and
impactful for the team.
"Our players think that
they have adversity, and
sometimes as football
coaches we talk adversity
of overcoming a turnover
or losing a football game,"

Clawson said. "What these
men and women have gone
through for our country and
our benefit is true adversity."
Marcum felt it was necessary to acknowledge
those who fight for our
safety everyday.
"This is a great opportunity for them to know
we appreciate them and
armed forces everywhere,"
Marcum said.
Athletics have a military
appreciation night every
year, but this is something
they wanted to do in addition to that specifically for
the 10-year anniversary of
Sept. 11, Marcum said.
"I think for the respect of
the people that were there,
the twin towers, and just
being fellow Americans, taking that moment of silence is
just really a sign of respect for
what they did for this country and what their families
are going through," Jones
said.

Hanna said. "I volunteered to
do this, so 1 can't wait."
Cheryl said she is excited
her son finally has the chance
to achieve his dream especially on this historic date.
"I feel very proud," Cheryl
said. "1 know it's coincidental
that the events coincide, but
I'm glad. After all, the reason
for this war is 9/11. It makes
what our soldiers are doing
seem real."
Six years after Sept. 11,2001,
Hanna went to boot camp. 1 le
was 17 years old when he met
his girlfriend Chantel Fucci, a
fellow National Guard soldier.
"For a while, we lost touch."
Fuccisaid. "Butwebothcame
to Bowling Green and reunited here. It really worked perfectly."
Cheryl said she noticed
their chemistry.
"They are both really interested in the same things,"
Cheryl said. 'They both have
a common goal of doing good.
A lot of times people think
soldiers are bloodthirsty or
violent, but they're really not.

They're really about helping
people."
Fucci said she knows the
experience is going to make
Hanna a better soldier, but
she is going to miss him.
"We don't know how the
communication is going to
work," Fucci said. "I know
it will strengthen our relationship. When he comes
back, I'm sure he's going to
be able to teach me a lot
about the Guard."
Although he already spent
time at boot camp, Hanna's
training is ongoing as lie is
required to spend more time
getting ready for combat.
"I'm going to be gone for
about a year," Michael said.
"We have six months of additional training, and then we
go to Afghanistan."
While in Afghanistan, the
task force will conduct security missions throughout the
country.
Hanna will join approximately 130 comrades at a callto-duty ceremony in theStroh
Center Monday at 3 p.m.
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FALCONING students demonstrate the new trend by the Education Building

trends More spirited form
of planking takes over
By Dominic Binkl.y

spread campus trend —
which wasn't entirely true.
"We thought it would be
First there was planking — kind of funny for the freshnow there's falconing.
men to think that everyone
Over the summer, several was doing it, but really they
student orientation lead- were the first ones to do it as
ers put a unique twist on a students," said McNulty.
growing internet fad.
The students then took
Planking involves pho- position and posed for
tographing someone lying group photos of them falface down in an unusual coning.
and sometimes dangerous
"Some people were kind
location with their hands of wary about it at first, but I
at their sides. It has spread thought it was kind of cool,"
through the use of social freshman Taylor Rammel
networking websites like said.
Facebook and Twitter.
Orientation leaders are
Several similar variations hopeful this new trend will
have appeared, including spread around campus as a
"owling" — where someone new way to increase school
poses as a perched owl — spirit, while also allowing
and now "falconing."
students to be creative by
Orientation leader Sydney adding their own unique
McNulty said the original twist.
plan was to have the orien"If we continue to do it
tation students plank dur- and get freshmen to keep
ing their orientation, but doing it, then I think it will
leaders decided to create grow," McNulty said.
their own version.
As for the future of plank"Our intention was to ing and its variations,
push more Falcon spirit," Montana Miller, a popular
said McNulty.
culture instructor, said it
During breaks in the ori- may resemble another trend
entation schedule, orienta- — flashmobs.
'■••■,>
"Flash mobs really rose
tion leaders took students
to well-known campus sites in popularity, but what you
like the Education Building really see right now happensteps and the Olscamp ing with flash mobs is that a
thinking man statue. The lot of them are pre-planned
leaders then explained the by corporations and they're
position used for falcon- used for commercials, and I
ing as a crouched or bent wonder if something similar
over pose with arms out- might happen with plankstretched like wings.
ing," Miller said. "When
Before the students took it stops being something
their positions for the pho- that's very spontaneously
tographs, orientation lead- generated by regular people,
ers informed them that fal- then 1 think it loses its coolconing was already a widePulse Reporter

What to do and not to do at this weekend s home opener
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As fall athletics get on their
way, it's important to support
the University with style.
It's time to spruce up the
wardrobe with something
other than wearing just a
lackluster T-shirt.

"We have long sleeve tees,
pull-over sweatshirts, hooded sweartshirts, hats, gloves,
mittens and scarves," said
Assistant Manager at SBX
Jake Vanneman. "There's
two different kinds of hats
that everybody wanted last
year, and |one| is a knitted
hat that has the ear flaps and
the string... those were pretty
popular. And then basically
just a long sleeve tee or really

any quarter-zip pullover."
Keep on the lookout for
sales going throughout the
fall to expand the orange and
brown wardrobe. Now, at the
University Bookstore, sales
include 20% off orange and
brown items on Thursdays.
Friday and Sept. 16 there
will be a sidewalk sale with
an extra 25% off clearance
items with $4 T-shirts, said
Wendy Schortgen, assistant

merchandise manager at the
University bookstore.
"We have a variety of really
cute designed $8 T-shirts;
we've also got face stickers,"
said Ashley Radke, bookstore
sales associate.
The bookstore can help
spruce up the wardrobe to
help anyone look fashionable.
However, to take that extra
step, consider these rules
below next time you head out.

r\j
DO dress in Uy«rs

DO NOT wnr sweatpants

As the niontlis
ling chillier, it's i»..
to dress with layers: wear
ing multiple shirts with a
sweater and a sweatshirt
while bringing a coal is
ideal when the weather is
colder. Don't be afraid to
bring extra clothes. Being
comfortable is key while
slill hulking fashionable.

If therm's in Inteption
ul lookini; fashionable
at an event, then go lot
ihe sweatpants. In other
words, stay away from
the "bum" took. If the
weather is lhat cold,
i (insider using leggings
or long underwear under
jeans or pants.

wearing sensible hoesKamust W'h thei you'o
walking up and down the bleachers, or the weather is uncooperative, the right pair of shoes adds
comfort to the outfit.
DO NOT wear flip-flops

Especially when the temperature is dropping,
flip-flops aren't realistic. With the probability of
people stepping on feet while in the stands and
walking up and down the blear hers, it isn't the
best shoe choice.
'

DO accessorile

it s Important to show
B( '■ spirit while wearing
things other than thenormalT-shirt. I hingasuch
as hair accessi n lea, jewelry and temporary tat trios
give great impact it pieced
together correctly.

As much as using face
paint shows your school
spirit, it's not the brightest idea. litstofall.it
fades, hardens and cracks
before half-time even
hits. Second of all, a rash
or break-Out often occurs
due to the paint.

wearing Falcon apparel. Don't wear another school's
apparel to the event.

W^i**
4 c mi

V*.

DO NOT dress in all one color

It's important to wear B( I clothes, but wearing
orange or brown from head to toe is a little farfetched,
HTTP-.//WWW INOUtSITR C0M(

Homemade, real fast food benefits more in the end

1

AMANDA HcGUM
RZKZNEK

rococowMrw

Fast food is all I eat once
my busy semester begins.
Only my version of fast food
doesn't include McDonald's,
Wendy's or Taco Bell. It's
food I make in my kitchen.
Either on Saturday or
Sunday of every week I roast
a 4-lb chicken, braise a 2-Ib
pork shoulder and bake a

eat while grading a stack of
GSW papers.
By cooking ahead I'm
guaranteeing my family eats
healthy, gluten-free meals
that cost much less than
take-out. I know exactly
what ingredients were used
and where they came from.
There's no need to ask the
burrito crew member to
remove his or her gloves and
put on a new pair so there
isn't any gluten cross contamination.
Quite frankly the best
food—gluten-free, allergen-

couple pounds of squash and
eggplant. With every inch in
the oven occupied, I rely on
the stovetop where I stir-fry
a pound oftofu, steam green
beans saute kale and simmer a pot of lentil soup. Even
when everything is done, I
usually linger in the kitchen
and slow roast some cherTy
tomatoes just because the
oven is still hot.
Once the week starts, I
don't have time to cook. I
need fast food. Food that I
can grab out of my fridge,
nuke for a minute or two and

free, vegetarian or what have
you— doesn't come in a box;
it comes in the form of fresh
fruits, vegetables and proteins, all of which are part of
my family's everyday diet. In
fact, I suspect that most families have dietary restrictions
(due to health conditions or
personal values) that they
need to follow, and unprocessed fresh foods assure
they get the nutrients they
need without the things they
don't need.
Let's face it. Homemade
food tastes better, and it has

no additives or processed
junk in it.
As obesity rates continue
to rise, and the risk of salmonella poisoning becomes
more frequent, I want to
ensure the health of my family. The best way to do that is
to cook our food. Plus, in the
long run, it costs a lot less—
medically, environmentally
and financially—than pulling into the closest drivethru.
For those concerned about
their skill levels in the kitchen, I suggest starting with

one-pot meals, such as soup,
chili or a batch of spaghetti. Even leftovers that last a
day or two can be beneficial.
For meals on-the-go, pack
a sandwich and a few carrot sticks. The more respect
we give our food, the more it
will benefit us. When I eat my
homemade fast food I feel productive, alert and ready for my
next task. There's no burger
coma or upset stomach to
slow me down. Honestly, good
fast food makes you feel good.
Before long, you'll be driving
past those drive-thrus.

THEY SAID IT

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO
Corn Maze at the Butterfly House

"I puke quite a lot
before going on stage."

Saturday Is the official opening day of the com maze at the Butterfly House in Whitehouse. Ohio. The popular com maze is cut
into different shapes related to pop culture every year, with this year including a design of Harry Potter and a special design for the
troops. In the past the com maze has included a "Twilight'-themed and Crystal Bowersox maze. The maze is at 11455 Obee Road
and is open Thursdays from 5 to 10 pm.. Fridays 5 p.m. to midnight. Saturdays noon to midnight and Sunday noon to 8 p.m. The

-Adde

maze will be open Sept 10 - Oct. JO. ft Is $8.00 for anyone ages 10 and over.
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SAMUEL HAMILTON, freshman, fell from a fourth floor window on the east side of Centennial Hall Thursday afternoon

Freshman falls from
residence hall window
By Danae King
Assistant Pulse Editc

Al approximately 3 p.m.
Thursday. Sept. 8, freshman
Samuel Hamilton fell out of
a fourth floor window on the
east side of Centennial Hall.
A witness to the incident
called 911. and the Bowling
Green Fire Division was
the first to respond to the
call, said Dave Kielmeycr,
University spokesperson.
Hamilton was conscious
when the Fire Division
arrived and was transported
to Wood County Hospital
and then taken to St. Vincent
Hospital via air ambulance,
Kielmeyer said.
The University responded
to the crisis according to
their crisis plan by having a
closed meeting in the conference room of Centennial
Hall, Kielmeyer said.

"In the conference room
of Centennial Hall we h.ul
... the key people we need
sitting down and talking about the response,"
Kielmeyer said.
Kielmeyer said the smaller section of the windows
in Centennial Hall can be
opened.
"We did have our facility
staff and building general
contractor take a look at the
windows in the building,
and they have determined
that the windows are safe,"
Kielmeyer said.
The University Police are
currently investigating the
incident despite the determined safely of the building
windows, Kielmeyer said.
Danik Kumar, a student
who lives on the fourth
floor of Centennial Hall
said Hamilton was upset
Wednesday night
but

seemed "cool" later and not
as if he would intentionally
endanger himself.
Then Thursday at about
3 p.m., Kumar said he saw
Hamilton fall and thought
he broke his leg. Hamilton
was then carried away on a
stretcher, Kumar said.
Hamilton was in the
emergency room at St.
Vincent Hospital in Toledo
Thursday night.
Centennial Hall hosted
floor meetings for residents
Thursday night. A representative from the counseling
center was present at each
meeting.
"|The meetingsl were just
designed to update residents
on what we knew and provide counseling if anyone
needed it or would like it,"
Kielmeyer said.

Marcum.
"We felt as a department
that this was a significant
occurrence in history... that
we are still recovering from,
in some ways," Marcum
said, "A lot of people were
affected by it, in athletics
and across campus."
Head coach Dave Clawson
has personal ties with the
tragic event that took place
10 years ago.
"My sister worked in the
second world trade center,"
Clawson said. "And a young
man I coached already
passed away on 9/11; he
worked in the first tower."
Owens, a member of the
U.S. air force, is set to have
dinner with the football
team and give them a pregame pep talk.
Before Owens' military
career, he used to play semiprofessional football. After
sustaining his severe inju-

SOLDIERS
From Page 1
dier. But 9/11 was a real call
to action."
Cheryl said she remembers
discussing the sensitive topic
with Michael, who was in
fifth grade.
i remember sitting down
with him and telling him he
would have to pay special
attention to what was going
on in the world if he really
wanted to be a soldier," Cheryl
said. "And he did. He realized
how it changed the world."
Michael said he vividly
remembers the heroic people
and patriotism.
"1 can remember the firefighters and police on IV,"
I lai in.i said. "I remember the
people on Flight 93 were really heroic."
Exactly 10 years later, a
grown-up Hanna is setting
out to be one of these heroes.
"I think it is really cool to be
deployed on the anniversary,"

ry in the air force, he was
unable to pick the pigskin
up at the same level.
Defensive Tackle Chris
Jones visited Ground Zero
over the summer.
"When it happened I was
younger and didn't know too
much about it then, but when
you see something like that
your heart kind of just sinks,
and you just imagine all that
happened," Jones said.
I larvey, an 18-year veteran
of the U.S. Army, will accompany Owens Saturday to
share their stories and take
a moment of silence before
the game.
After serving her country for almost two decades,
Harvey suffers from posttraumatic stress.
Clawson said he hopes this
experience is humbling and
impactful for the team.
"Our players think that
they have adversity, and
sometimes as football
coaches we talk adversity
of overcoming a turnover
or losing a football game,"

Clawson said. "What these
men and women have gone
through for our country and
our benefit is true adversity."
Marcum felt it was necessary to acknowledge
those who fight for our
safety everyday.
"This is a great opportunity for them to know
we appreciate them and
armed forces everywhere,"
Marcum said.
Athletics have a military
appreciation night every
year, but this is something
they wanted to do in addition to that specifically for
the 10-year anniversary of
Sept. 11, Marcum said.
"I think for the respect of
the people that were there,
the twin towers, and just
being fellow Americans, taking that moment of silence is
just really a sign of respect for
what they did for this country and what their families
are going through," Jones
said.

Hanna said. "1 volunteered to
do this, so 1 can't wait."
Cheryl said she is excited
her son finally has the chance
to achieve his dream, especially on this historic date.
"I feel very proud," Cheryl
said. "1 know it's coincidental
that the events coincide, but
I'm glad. After all, the reason
for this war is 9/11, It makes
what our soldiers are doing
seem real."
Six years after Sept. 11,2001,
1 lanna went to boot camp. He
was 17 years old when he met
his girlfriend Chantel Fucci, a
fellow National Guard soldier.
"For a while, we lost touch,"
Fucci said. "But we both came
to Bowling (ireen and reunited here. It really worked perfectly."
Cheryl said she noticed
their chemistry.
"They are both really interested in the same things,"
Cheryl said. "They both have
a common goal of doing good.
A lot of times people think
soldiers are bloodthirsty or
violent, but they're really not.

They're really about helping
people."
Fucci said she knows the
experience is going to make
Hanna a better soldier, but
she is going to miss him.
"We don't know how the
communication is going to
work," Fucci said. "I know
it will strengthen our relationship. When he comes
back, I'm sure he's going to
be able to teach me a lot
about the Guard."
Although he already spent
time at boot camp, llanna's
training is ongoing as he is
required to spend more time
getting ready for combat.
"I'm going to be gone for
about a year," Michael said
"We have six months of additional training, and then we
go to Afghanistan."
While in Afghanistan, the
task force will conduct security missions throughout the
country.
1 lanna will join approximately 130 comrades at a callto-duty ceremony in the Stroh
Center Monday at 3 p.m.
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American Airlines

United Airlines

Flight 11 crashes

President George

Flight 175 crashes

security screening

Flight 11 takes off

Flight 175 takes off

Flight 77 takes off

Flight 93 takes off

into the World Trade W. Bush is alerted of into the World Trade
Center's North
the first crash
Center's South
Tower

Tower

9:37 a.m.

9:42 a.m.

9:57 a.m.

9:59 a.m.

10:03 a.m.

10:15 a.m.

10:28 a.m.

8:30 p.m.

Flight 77 crashes

Flights nationwide

Thirteen passengers

The World Trade

Flight 93 crashes in

Pentagon's "E Wing"

The World Trade

President Bush

into the Pentagon

are cancelled

collapses

Center's North

addresses the nation

Tower collapses

about the attacks

on Flight 93 mount

Center's South

a field in

a resistance against

Tower collapses

Pennsylvania

hijackers

: http://timeline.nationar911memofial.oig/
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FALCONING students demonstrate the new trend by (he Education Building

trends More spirited form
of planking takes over
By Dominic Binlcley
Pulse Repo'tef

What to do and not to do at this weekend's home opener

As fall athletics get on their
way, it's important to support
the University with style.
It's time to spruce up the
wardrobe with something
other than wearing just a
lackluster T-shirt.

"We have long sleeve tees,
pull-over sweatshirts, hooded sweartshirts, hats, gloves,
mittens and scarves," said
Assistant Manager at SBX
Jake Vanneman. "There's
two different kinds of hats
that everybody wanted last
year, and |one| is a knitted
hat that has the ear flaps and
the string... those were pretty
popular. And then basically
just a long sleeve tee or really

any quarter-zip pullover."
Keep on the lookout for
sales going throughout the
fall to expand the orange and
brown wardrobe. Now, at the
University Bookstore, sales
include 20% off orange and
brown items on Thursdays.
Friday and Sept. 16 there
will be a sidewalk sale with
an extra 25% off clearance
items with $4 T-shirts, said
Wendy Schortgen, assistant

merchandise manager at the
University bookstore.
"We have a variety of really
cute designed $8 T-shirts;
we've also got face stickers,"
said Ashley Radke. bookstore
sales associate.
The bookstore can help
spruce up the wardrobe to
help anyone look fashionable.
However, to take that extra
step, consider these rules
below next time you head out.

D!JkJrk£LT\ I in i*m~.MDO wear appropriate shoes
DO dress in layers

As the month;, stung
ting chillier, ii'simporui
to dress with layers: wearing multiple shirts with a
sweater and a sweatshirt
while bringing a coat is
ideal when the weather is
colder. Don't be afraid to
bring extra clothes. Being
comfortable is key while
still looking fashionable.

OT w«»r sweatpants

1 Spending on the weather
ther and the venue,
wearing sensible Woes h a must. WMvthcr ynu'rt
walking up and down the bleachers, or the weather is uncooperative, the right pair of shoes adds
comfort to the outfit

thiire ia in Intention
iking fashionable
al an event, then go feu
the sweatpants. In oilier
minis, stay away from
the "bum" look. If the
weather is that cold,
consider using leggings
or long underwear under
jeans or panls.

DO NOT mar flip-flops

Especially when the temperature is dropping,
flip-flops aren't realistic. Wilh the probability of
people stepping on leet while in Ihe stands and
walking up and down the bleachers, it isn't the
best shoe choice

DO accessorize

It's important to show
ISC spirit while wearing
ihings other than the normal T-shirt. Things such
as hair acccssi u ies, jewel
ry and temporary tattoos
give great imped it pieced
together correctly.

As much as using face
paint shows your school
spirit, it's not the brightest idea. First of all, it
fades, hardens and cracks
before half-time even
hits. Second of all, a rash
or break-out often occurs
due to the paint.

wearing 1 -'aIcon apparel. Don't wear another school's
apparel to the event.

First there was planking —
now (here's falconing.
Over the summer, several
student orientation leaders put a unique twist on a
growing internet fad.
Planking involves photographing someone lying
face down in an unusual
and sometimes dangerous
location with their hands
at their sides. It has spread
through the use of social
networking websites like
Facebook and Twitter.
Several similar variations
have appeared, including
"owling" — where someone
poses as a perched owl —
and now "falconing."
Orientation leader Sydney
McNulty said the original
plan was to have the orientation students plank during their orientation, but
leaders decided to create
their own version.
"Our intention was to
push more Falcon spirit,"
said McNulty.
During breaks in the orientation schedule, orientation leaders took students
to well-known campus sites
like the Education Building
steps and the Olscamp
thinking man statue. The
leaders then explained the
position used for falconing as a crouched or bent
over pose with arms outstretched like wings.
Before the students took
their positions for the photographs, orientation leaders informed them that falconing was already a wide-

spread campus trend —
which wasn't entirely true.
"We thought it would be
kind of funny for the freshmen to (hink that everyone
was doing it, but really they
were the first ones to do it as
students," said McNulty.
The students then took
position and posed for
group photos of them falconing.
"Some people were kind
of wary about it at first, but I
thought it was kind of cool,"
freshman Taylor Rammel
said.
Orientation leaders are
hopeful this new trend will
spread around campus as a
new way to increase school
spiril, while also allowing
students to be creative by
adding their own unique
twist.
"If we continue to do it
and get freshmen to keep
doing it, then I think it will
grow," McNulty said.
As for the future of planking and its variations,
Montana Miller, a popular
culture instructor, said it
may resemble another trend
■ •■ i

— Hash in. ill-,

"Flash mobs really rose
in popularity, but what you
really see right now happening with flash mobs is that a
lot of them are pre-planned
by corporations and they're
used for commercials, and I
wonder if something similar
might happen with planking," Miller said. "When
it stops being something
that's very spontaneously
generated by regular people,
(hen I think it loses its cool-

WF^if*
v*

DO NOT dress in all one color

It's important to wear K(i clothes, but wearing
orange or brown from head to toe is a little farfetched.
HTTP//WWWINOUISIIRCOM/

Homemade, real fast food benefits more in the end

Fast food is all I eat once
my busy semester begins.
Only my version of fast food
doesn't include McDonald's,
Wendy's or Taco Bell. It's
food I make in my kitchen.
Either on Saturday or
Sunday of every week I roast
a 4-lb chicken, braise a 2-lb
pork shoulder and bake a

eat while grading a stack of
GSW papers.
By cooking ahead I'm
guaranteeing my family eats
healthy, gluten-free meals
that cost much less than
take-out. I know exactly
what ingredients were used
and where they came from.
There's no need to ask the
burrito crew member to
remove his or her gloves and
put on a new pair so there
isn't any gluten cross contamination.
Quite frankly the best
food—gluten-free, allergen-

couple pounds of squash and
eggplant. With every inch in
the oven occupied, I rely on
the stovetop where I stir-fry
a pound of tofu, steam green
beans sautg kale and simmer a pot of lentil soup. Even
when everything is done, I
usually linger in the kitchen
and slow roast some cherry
tomatoes just because the
oven is still hot.
Once the week starts, I
don't have time to cook. I
need fast food. Food that I
can grab out of my fridge,
nuke for a minute or two and

free, vegetarian or what have
you— doesn't come in a box;
it comes in the form of fresh
fruits, vegetables and proteins, all of which are part of
my family's everyday diet. In
fact, I suspect that most families have dietary restrictions
(due to health conditions or
personal values) that they
need to follow, and unprocessed fresh foods assure
they get the nutrients they
need without the things they
don't need.
Let's face it. Homemade
food tastes better, and it has

no additives or processed
junk in it.
As obesity rates continue
to rise, and the risk of salmonella poisoning becomes
more frequent, I want to
ensure the health of my family. The best way to do that is
to cook our food. Plus, in the
long run, it costs a lot less—
medically, environmentally
and financially—than pulling into the closest drivethru.
For those concerned about
their skill levels in the kitchen, I suggest starting with

one-pot meals, such as soup,
chili or a batch of spaghetti. Even leftovers that last a
day or two can be beneficial.
For meals on-the-go, pack
a sandwich and a few carrot sticks. The more respect
we give our food, the more it
will benefit us. When I eat my
homemade fast food I feel productive, alert and ready for my
next task. There's no burger
coma or upset stomach to
slow me down. Honestly, good
fast food makes you feel good
Before long, you'll be driving
past those drive-thrus.

THEY SAID IT

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO
Corn Haze at the Butterfly House

"I puke quite a lot
before going on stage."

Saturday is the official opening day of the corn maze at the Butterfly House in Whitehouse. Ohio. The popular corn maze is cut
into different shapes related to pop culture every year, with this year including a design of Harry Potter and a special design for the
troops. In the past the com maze has included a "Twilight'-themed and Crystal Bowersox maze. The maze is at 11455 Obee Road
and is open Thursdays from 5 to 10 pm. Fridays 5 pm. to midnight Saturdays noon to midnight and Sunday noon to 8 pm The
maze will be open Sept. 10 - Oct. 50. It is 18.00 for anyone ages 10 and over.

-Adelc
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WHERE WERE YOU?
"I've been taining for a long time, but I've known since I was in the first
grade that this is what I wanted to do."

Fndg. September 9 ■ Sunday. September 11.20)14

- Junior Michael Hanna on being deployed to Afghanistan [see story, pg. 1).

An adult learns the meaning of national
unity through tragic events

Attacks help people realize the importance
of what they have in their lives

ByM.tth.wTh.ck.r
Columnist

By Tara K«H«r
Columnist

The first words that I heard on the morning of
September 11, 2001. were, "Dude! Wake up! We're
at war!"
I sat up in bed and yelled (an expletive that I won't
repeat here) and said, "With who, man?" But by the
time I replied my roommate was already back in
the living room in front of the television. I rubbed
my crusty eyes, looked out my bedroom window to
make sure that a Russian tank wasn't coming down
the driveway, pulled on a pair of sweatpants and
went out into the living room to the start of a day
that I will never forget
At about 9:15, I sat down in front of the television with a cup of coffee. 1 was absolutely horrified
by the images coming from the screen. A cloud
of smoke and fire was enveloping the tops of the
two largest towers of the World Trade Center. The
anchor people on CNN were saying that two jet
airplanes had hit the towers like a pair of cruise
missiles, and soon 1 saw the replay for myself.
Like many people, I was in shock. I was 24 years
old at the time, and for most of my life I had
been under the (wrong) assumption that America
couldn't really be attacked.
When I was young I was told that basically,
because of our separation from the rest of the
worldvia the oceans that our military could detect
and thwart any possible attack.
Sitting there watching true heroes race into the
bmninnbuildiriKs in an attempt to save trie-lives of \
the people inside, I realized that not even America
is safe from people with evil intentions.
After the initial shock, my emotions were all over
the place.
First and foremost. I felt compassion, fear and
sadness for the men and women who were suffering inside the burning buildings. As I watched
people jumping from the windows of the blazing
skyscraper, I was thinking they must be facing an
unfathomable, living hell inside that building. What
else could possibly make so many people jump out
of a window approximately 90 stories high?
When the once-mighty South Tower crumbled
to the ground at about 10 a.m., I couldn't hold back

I was 9 years old when I learned thai towers can
fall. As solid and formidable as Ihey appear, they
cannot stand up to everything.
Sept. 11, 2001 started out being just a Tuesday
and ended up very differently. 1 was proud to be
well into my third week of being a prestigious
fourth grader—we now got to switch classes, just
like the big kids.
1 carried on that sunny day with typical 9-yearold worries. Homework, after-school snack and
prematurely thinking about my Halloween costume for next month.
At around 1:00 p.m., there came a knock on the
door to my math class.
The teacher called my name and announced
that my mother was here to pick me up early. I
blushed deeply as all the children's faces turned
to me and walked out of the classroom. My mother was anxiously waiting with my little brother
and sister.
Before I had time to ask why she was there, she
instructed me to wait until we got into the car.
Realizing that something horrible had happened,
I listened. I climbed into the back of our minivan
out in the parking lot and was shocked to see my
dad sitting in the front seat, listening intently to
the radio.
My father worked all day, every day. Even most
Christmas Eves. The pit on my stomach gave a
painful twinge, and 1 demanded answers.
My mom turned slowly to me. She said that
some buildings in a couple big cities had been
attacked. She said that moms, dads and kids had
died. She had picked us up just to be safe. I think
that she wanted to know that she still had what so
many others had lost.
The entire family sat in our family room from
that moment on until bedtime. School was canceled the next day and we resumed viewing of the
news. 1 can still see the television screens flickering with the images of the Twin Towers ablaze,
the smoke billowing out of the Pentagon, and the
devastating wreckage in Pennsylvania.
I'd like to say that after that day, the world went
See KELLER | Pane 5
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biggest difference you have seen since September 11,2001?
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Anti-Muslim sentiment unfounded after 9/11

It breaks your heart. Ten
years later, and it still breaks
your heart.
A calm Tuesday, as a late
summer morning drifted
into an autumn afternoon,
Dame Fortune shook millions of hearts in a blink of
an eye.
Here, a man shuffles down
the staircase amidst a mass
of confusion and destruction,
briefcase forgotten. There, a
girl in veil removes her backpack, her shoulders still sore
from the stares of hate.
Dame Fortune, a burning force of change, was in
New York, and Washington
DC, and Pennsylvania that
Tuesday morning.

KELLER
From Page 4
back to normal.
It didn't.
Airlines upgraded their
security precautions and
became suspicious of everybody. My mom, like so many
others, looked into buying
her first ever cell phone. I
later learned that her purchase came from thoughts
if she was in a situation
where she had to make a
frantic call back home to say
goodbye.
People died and left their

But ten years later, she
lingers in every city in every
state in the country.
Americans feel the effects
of how 9/11 shaped our
country in many aspects.
The most notable difference
comes in security. We as a
society desperately attempt
to prevent any further terrorist activities with advanced
measures of security in airports, amusement parks,
sporting arenas and countless other places.
The attacks also largely
contributed to the expansion of American media, as
24-hour news outlets continued to develop. While many
websites crashed on 9/11
due to the millions of people
online looking for answers,
servers expanded Internetwide to handle a sudden
wave of traffic.
Some things, however,
never change.

loved ones hating an
enemy who was entirely
too powerful and too far
away.
My fourth grader's eyes
saw some good in the bad.
People made sure to say, "I
love you" whenever they
left. Firefighters and police
officers were the new superheroes.
When the National
Anthem played at sporting
events, I watched lips singing triumphantly and hands
placed firmly over their stillgrieving hearts.
I was 9 years old when I
learned that towers can fall.

The United States, as a
culture, eagerly search for
answers after domestic
tragedies. As the aftermath
of the attacks unfolded, the
American public needed
something tangible to grasp
onto.
Several days after the
attacks, an Indian man 2,400
miles away from Ground
Zero in Mesa, Ariz., was shot
and killed after being mistaken for a Muslim.
FBI data after the attacks
found a surge of 1,600-percent increase in anti-Islamic
hate crimes. An advocacy
group studied hundreds of
media outlets in the week
following 9/11, and reported
645 instances of biased coverage against South Asian or
Middle Eastern Americans.
See a pattern yet?
Evil isn't an easy target of
blame after tragedies, but it's
the appropriate one. Instead

As solid and formidable as
they appear, they cannot
stand up to everything.
I also learned that the
memory of the towers
reminded people to live
each day like it's their last.
We learned to hug a little
longer and sing a little louder.
We will remember 9/11
for being a wake-up call, a
reminder of what is truly
important in our lives and
in the lives of others.

Respond to Tara at
the news@bgnews.com

a culture of millions finds
itself undeservingly in the
crossfire.
It isn't defensible how
America initially reacted, but
in the same way premeditated murder receives a harsher
sentence than involuntary
manslaughter. Such "heat of
the moment" attacks could
be better understood had
such a trend reversed itself
significantly.
Ten years have passed. So
we invented Facebook and
the iPad. Great. How's our
social policy doing?
It was revealed that the CIA
hadteamedwiththeNewYork
Police Department, the very
organization instrumental in
the cleanup and aftermath
of 9/11, to monitor activity of
minorities around New York
City. Along with a "human
mapping system," the NYPD
employed "mosque crawlers"
who watched over sermons

THACKER
From Page 4
any longer. I openly wept. It
was the first time that day,
but it would not be last. That
day was an emotional roller
coaster.
I felt angry and confused
that someone (or a group)
would cause so much horrible pain and death to so
many innocent people. I felt
proud of the way Americans
seemed to be trying to come
to the rescue of their neighbors. I felt sorrow for all of
the families who would

across the city in search of
suspicious activity.
This isn't a knee-jerk reaction to the attacks either.
Investigations of these spying
activities were released just
two weeks ago.
In March of this year,
a Congress chairman of
the Homeland Security
Committee called hearings
to investigate the Muslim
community, broadly accusing an entire culture of radical, anti-American extremity.
The list of examples of negative stereotypes, indefensible
hate crimes and misdirected
intolerance against Muslims
continues to grow indefinitely.
Alternatively, while the
Westboro Baptist Church
protests and chants and displays signs of pure hatred,
people are quick to dismiss
them as extremists. Few see
this as representative of typi-

cal religious activity or specifically Christianity.
Why don't people do the
same for terrorists? Are we to
assume terrorist activities are
less extreme than religious
signs and protests?
Indeed, ten years have
passed. We as a society may
find ourselves more reassured in our physical realm.
In terms of ideology, however,
we turn a blind eye to religious intolerance in pursuit
of a better nation, one which
supposedly guarantees freedom and acceptance regardless of spirituality.
Unless our nation takes a
shift as radical as what we
view the Muslim community
to be. ten years from now,
we'll find ourselves no different than today.

never again feel complete
because they are forever
missing a beloved member.
And 1 seemed to feel all of
these things at once.
There are two feelings
from that day that stand out
to me more than the others,
however. The first one was a
feeling of national unity. As
divided of a country as we
may sometimes seem, when
we were attacked as a country we mourned, cried and
pitched in to help each other
as a country. That is a feeling
I will never forget.
The other feeling that
loomed so large over all of

the others was that of a profound sense of loss; a sense
of loss for the 3,000 people
that I had never met in a
city that I had never been to.
Looking back now.
I realize that that sense of
loss was also for the era that
ended that day. An era that
was just a little more easily
understood than the one we
now find ourselves in.
Sept. 10. 2001 was the last
day of the era of my generation's youth.

Respond to Tyler at
the news @bgnews.com

Respond to Matthew at
the news@bgnews.com

The BG News
Where were you on September 11th?
Like - Comment - about ten years ago in Bowling Green
Wl E Sanders: I had just walked into the BG News newsroom when the first plane hit. I spent the whole day working on stories as the world went to hell, as did the entire staff that day. I'll
never forget It
Ryan SuKvart I was in tenth grade, sitting in my second period class: World Civilization. Our teacher had borrowed a TV for the day to show us a documentary, but decided that a plane
hitting the World Trade Center was more important. We were watching the news as the second plane hit the other tower. Then, our school went into "lockdown" because we
lived near Wright Patterson Air Force Base, which was believed to be a terrorist target
I was working in Alexandria, Va. that morning, and watched everything unfold in our office. Remember telling people the towers would collapse. I worked near Washington
Nathan Ebony: National Airport, so it was always noisy. Remember standing outside and not hearing a sound, a very eerie reality of all flights being grounded and diverted away from DC.
Remember seeing fighter jets fly over every few minutes. Couldn't leave to go r»me, as traft^c was at astarKlstill in town from ewryone trying to leave Alexandria.
That evening, while sitting at home, remember seeing Air Force One fry over my apartment as Bush returned to Andrews Air Force base.
Miriam MHM I was a Peace Corps Volunteer in Samoa, and when 1 got to school that morning my principal said, "Did you hear about the bombing in:New York? "It was several
hours before I got the whole story, and I remember sitting in the Peace Corps office In the capital that afternoon, watching CNN with a dozen other volunteers in a
conference room.
Rebecca Shirking: I was sitting in rny fourth grade classroom. The principal called myteacheroutinro the rialrwayduringher lessee Sr^camemwim
tense moments of us students waiting for her to tell us what was wrong, she told us the other fourth grade class would be joining us in ouiniiiin
Shortly after that, they joined us with a television Both teachers stood at the front of the room ar«i triU us that "something v-ery bad hiid happeni'il. i hexc.ilnilviiikl us. simplistically because we were so young, that America had been attacked by "bad people." They toklm that we were safe because this W-HS "far aw-ay ' hul thauiothing in nui (ountrywxiki
ever be the same again. I remember sitting, watching it. not fully understanding what w^shaprieiiing, yet shocked that scimething like that (inild happen.
The teachers told us that we were "lucky to be a part of such a great country" and also, in a w^,''lucky to experience sucha monumental niiiinenini history." 1 didn't understand
what was happening.! also know that fourth grade was 'he youngest class to be allowed to watch it. The rest of me elementary classes tried tin ari yon .lass as usual, and the kids
weren't told what was happening because the school officials didn't want to scare them and thought it was a conversation that the parents should haw with theii kids.
All of the parents were also encouraged by the school system to discuss the situation with their kids and try to answer any questions the kids might have.
I remember it like yesterday.

Write a comment... or Tweet at us @The_BG_News
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A Full Weekend of Falcon Athletics
brought to you by BGRSO:
Falcon Football n Morgan Stale
on »8.l FM WBGU
Saturday Evening
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Saturday Morning
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in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012
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Rec plans for
renovations
By Ethan EuUrwood
Reporter

With all the campus
construction and renovations going on, the
University decided it was
the Rec's turn.
The
University has
hired a design and construction firm called The
Collaborative Inc. to handle the project, said Steve
Kampf, the assistant vice
president of student affairs
at the Rec.
The Collaborative will
identify what they feel could
be renovated within the
next 2-3 months, and then
they will immediately begin
to design. The hope is to
begin with some small-scale
renovations this upcoming
summer. Kampf said.
"But based on the project and all the paperwork,
that's not always a guarantee," Kampf added.
Triad Long, assistant
director of rec sports, said
that there was no budget set
aside for the renovations,
and The Collaborative
would set aside a scaled
or "tiered" plan with different options for a lower
scale budget and a higher
scale budget.
Anything identified by
The Collaborative will be
discussed by a student-run
committee. Bob Waddle,
assistant vice-president of
capital planning, said there
is a possibility of using open
forums or even a suggestion
hoard in the Union to gain
more student feedback.

n

Steve Kampf
Assistant Vice
President of
Student Affairs
at the Rec

"How Bowling Green can
personalize it, that's our
next step," said Alex Solis,
who sits on the committee as the undergraduate
representative in charge of
auxiliary affairs. The committee also seats a graduate
student, a faculty member,
members of student government, as well as Kampf,
Waddle and Long.
The Rec, which was built
in 1979, was one of the first
strictly student recreation
centers in Ohio and even
the country. It hasn't seen a
major renovation since air
conditioning was installed
in 2001.
"We want to bring the
Rec to a level that people
are excited to use; that every
square foot is active and that
every square foot is used,"
Waddle said.
The Collaborative is also
in charge of the construction of the Wolfe Center and
helped design the Union
and Doyt Perry Field House,
as well as buildings across
many Midwest campuses
such as performing arts centers at Owens Community
College and the University
of Toledo.
The full-scale project of
renovation may not finish
until the school year of 2013
or 2014, Kampf said.
Long noted the amount of
construction around campus.
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'COMMONS'
SENSE
New Learning Commons in the library seeks to offer students help in every subject
By Nat* Martin
Reporter

The Learning Commons, an
idea discussed for over ten
years and put into action last
year, has now settled into
Jerome Library.
Mark Nelson, director
of the Learning Commons,
explained the recent move to
Jerome Library as "a phenomenal collaboration campuswide."
Both Mark Nelson and
Jeremy Joseph, the Math
and Statistics coordinator,
described their new location
as a "one-stop shop."
The Learning Commons
offers four tutoring resources:
writing, math and statistics,
study skills and the newly-

added subject tutoring.
Regaidless.of the subject, students will be assisted in looking for and receiving help.
Writingtutoring is available
to any student who wants aid
with writing a paper, or simply writing skills in general,
and can set up an appointment to review their paper
with a tutor.
You can also email your
paper through the website
and within 48 hours you will
have a full review from an onStaff writing tutor.
"Get help as soon as you
start to doubt yourself,"
Courtney Hutton, a writing
tutor, said. "Don't be afraid
to ask for help because everybody needs it."
Math and statistics tutors

offer walk-in assistance
and will help the student
with any problems they are
struggling with.
Study skills is dedicated to
activities beyond their namesake, which includes helping
students with note taking,
good study habits and even
stress-relieving skills. They
also offer tutoring for more
lecture-type classes, such as
biology or psychology.
For the less common subjects, such as Russian, there
is subject tutoring. This is a
branch dedicated to finding
tutors for anyone who might
need assistance.
When asked how long the
Learning Commons has
been around, Mark Nelson
laughed. "Tuesday," was his

answer, since this is the first
time they have all worked
together as one entity.
Regardless of what subject you need help with, the
Learning Commons will find
a tutor to help.
"We would have to go hire
somebody," loseph said. "But
we're going to do that. We will
find somebody that can actually tutor that class and hire
them to tutor you."
The tutors consist of qualified professionals in their
fields as well as students who
understand the material and
received an A in the course.
"I encourage everyone to
get help there," Alex Solis, a
See COMMONS | Page 7
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AMBER WEHRKAMP. who plays lor Thrasymachea an Intramural Ultimate
Frisbee team, jumps to grab a diw Wednesday night at the Perry Field House

Intramural sports offer
recreational options
By TyW Buchanan
Reporter

For students looking for the
glory of athletic competition
in a recreational environment, intramurals may provide a suitable alternative to
the real thing
After kicking off its fall
2011 schedule this week, the
Intramural Sports Program
will feature fifteen sports in a
variety of men's, women's and
co-recreational leagues.
The season began with
cornhole. ultimate frisbee and 4-player volleyball
leagues this past Tuesday.
While many sports play during the week, the 2011 season
will feature the first intramural season of Sunday programming. A trio of leagues
begin this weekend, includ-

ing a co-rec Softball tournament.
"We wanted to provide
some alternative programming options to our format
outside of the MondayFriday historical schedule,"
said Scott Sehmann of the
Intramural Office.
Participants can register for
intramurals at a cost of $20
per semester. A full academic
yearly pass increased $5 from
last year's rate to $40 for the
2011-12 season. According to
the Intramural Office, there
is no Greek fee specifically for
fraternities or sororities for
this season.
"The income from the participation fees is helping the
program become a much
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ASIA SAMSON performed live poetry in the Blad Swamp Pub in the Union Thursday night Samson is a renowned poet who has performed on HBO
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JBlack
Swamp
arts festival
Annual event offers large selection of
musical performances
By Staphan R««d
Forum Editor
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JAKOB SPARKS forehands a disc to a teammate during a Intramural scrimmage The team had no opponent but they
decided to play a pickup game to pass the time.

SPORTS
From Page 1
more self-sustaining entity,"
Sehmann said. Payments can
be made at the Student Rec
Center, Perry Field House and
the Ice Arena pro shop.
All registrations are processed online through
IMLeagues, a national
intramural organization,
according to the University's
Department of Recreation
and Wellness website. Players
register for their intramurals
online, creating and organizing teams for their given
leagues or tournaments.
Along with the return of

COMMONS
From Page 1
USG senator said, "The people who are staffed there are
there for the students."
The senate played the
role of representing the
students throughout the
moving process.
"I know some of my friends
who have had As in classes
and still gone for tutoring,"
Solis said.
Taking a tour of the
new Learning Commons
would reveal the new
tutoring rooms; they have
wheeled chairs, some
white board walls and a
spacious environment for
groups of any size.
"We have doctoral students who come in to the
Learning Commons to
ask for help," Courtney
Hutton said.
A Learning Commons
computer lab is available in
addition to the library's own
computers, and a second one
will be added soon. The first
is used primarily for math
and statistics tutoring, and
the second for writing. The

many popular sports, many
new programming options
will be featured for the
upcoming season including
a bowling league featured at
BowlingGreen'sVarsity lanes,
Sehmann said. One such program is the Residence Hall
Intramural Championships.
In an effort to boost participation from students living in residence halls, the
competition features a point
system based on a hall's
participation and success
throughout the intramural
season. Halls will compete
for the "Traveling Trophy"
and IM Championship
T-shirts said the Rec
Department's website.

"We look forward to
building some new traditions," Sehmann said. As the
Intramural Sports Programs
continues to collaborate
with pieces of campus such
as Greek life and residence
halls, Sehmann hopes this
new competition "encourages
students to get involved and
stay engaged during their free
time here at BGSU."
"With the new incentives,
it will help build community
within the residence halls,"
said sophomore Jaymeson
White in his second year of
intramural participation.
" llntramurals are) a great way
to meet new people you might
not know already."

math and statistics lab is up
and running with over 20
computers.
The writing lab will
open in October when
the area previously used
as a courtyard becomes a
glass atrium, which will
have mounted computer screens. The atrium,
which will be known as
the Writing Center, will be
primarily used for writing
tutoring. Students, instead
of emailing a paper in,
can review their work on
a computer with a tutor in
person and receive help.
The Learning Commons
will be extending hours to
10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday.
Also in the works is a
MyBGSU feature which will
allow students to set up an
appointment through the
website. Eventually the
tutors are hoping to offer a
Skype service where they
can aid students online,
aimed at a goal titled
"Synchronist tutoring."
The math tutors are hoping to post tutorial videos
in the near future, explaining math operations step

by step, and doing example
problems.
In
the
meantime,
Outtakes has made its
way to the Jerome Library.
"Putting food and drink
in a library has like, never
happened," Solis said. "It's
genius though."
Accompanied
by
Thinkers @ Outtakes, a
coffee shop, students can
now carry food and drink
throughout the library
while they study or receive
tutoring.
Joseph
laughed,
"Basically you can live in
the library."
The Learning Commons
will not release the names
of students who receive
tutoring.
Interested
students
can access the Learning
Commons by phone (419372-2823), on the web
(www.bgsu.edu/offices/
learningcommons) or by
visiting Jerome Library. The
Learning Commons is also
on Facebook and MyBGSU.
"It's never too late to
come over to the Learning
Com nons," Joseph said. "If
nothing else, try us out."
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more bands began submitting their requests to perform.
This year. Wicks and his
committee went through
requests and hand-picked
the best musicians for
each stage.
He also said the main
stage received hundreds of
applications, but the committee narrowed the number of performers on that
stage down to 14.
The festival has three separate venues for different acts
to perform on. The main
stage is a large outdoor stage
with a beer garden and can
hold 4,000 people, Wicks said.
The acoustic stage, located
on Main Street, is an unamplified venue which offers
a more intimate setting for
concertgoers. The family stage, located in front of
the downtown library, offers
music styles appropriate for
both kids and parents.
Some visual artists prefer
to set up their booths next to
specific stages.
"There is an acoustic stage
in front of the old llunlington
Bank and some artists ask us
to put their booths close to
this stage," Brown said. "They
really like that whole scene."
Withoutdoorvenu.es comes
the risk of inclement weather
disrupting performances.
According to Weather.com,
rain is predicted for all three
days of the festival.
"If it's a sprinkle, it's not a

The Black Swamp Arts
Festival will host about 40
musical performances on
three different stages this
weekend in downtown
Bowling Green.
The festival is a place for
both visual and musical arts,
said Kelli Kling, chair of the
Black Swamp Arts Festival.
"The festival means more
than just visual arts," Kling
said. "To me, the arts are
sensory. It is important that
all the senses are represented when we are talking
about art."
Festival organizers work to
be diverse and appeal to different art tastes, she said.
"The idea was to make this
festival more than just an art
show, and more than just a
concert," said l.inda Brown,
chair of the visual arts committee. "We want something
to really celebrate the arts."
Attendance has grown
significantly since the
beginning of the festival
in 1992, said Kelly Wicks,
chair of the festival's performance committee.
"First year featured a few
artists and two stages, and
maybe 5,000 people showed
up," Wicks said. "This year,
we are expecting 60,000 over
the course of two and a half
days."
As organizers added more
concert stages to the festival,

big deal,
but with any signs of lightning, then we have to shut
down to keep everyone safe,"
Kling said. "Wind can also
blow over tents. One year,
the main stage tent blew
over right before we started Luckily we have a good
set of volunteers who have
done this for a good number
nl years, Wall have to be on
guard and keep a lookout on
the weather. We're jnsl gonna
have to toll with it."
The festival organizers
applied for city ordinances to
maintain a safe environment,
Kling said.
"We have to apply for an
event permit with the city,
and we have certain regulations to follow |f»r personnel!
like ambulances and firemen," Kling said. "The safety
of the patrons is number one.
In the even) of an emergency,

we can accommodate to their
needs, i here's a method to
nni madness."
If the weal hci clears up and
pel foi 11laiices go as planned,
the weekend will make for a
good timefbi the whole family, she said.
Students should visit the
festival this weekend and listen tn some gieat local and
national bands. Wicks said.
"At any time you will be
able to see a band of top caliber," he said. "I encourage
Students to lake some time
and chads ii out. It's a great

time and it's free."
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THE THINKERS CAFE is located on the fust floor of the Jerome Library Snacks and
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> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Watei & Trash

> Free DVD Library
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STEVEN DUNLAP. receMr. returns a Hckoft for a touchdown in one of li» Falcons'preseason sotmrnages

Falcons return home
BG volleyball opens the
Stroh Center with
four team tournament

to face Morgan State
By Ry»n Satkowiak

The two games were almost carbon copies of each other. The teams
entered the fourth quarter tied, but
Home field advantage has not the Falcons used 17 points, includbeen so much of an advantage for ing an interception returned for a
the BG football team during Dave touchdown by then-freshman
Adrien Spencer, to pull away from
Clawson's tenure.
In Clawson's two seasons as head the Trojans.
Spencer, a key member of the
coach of the Falcons, they are 4-7 at
home, including a 1-4 mark at Doyt team's secondary, is "50-50" for
Saturday's game after getting hurt
Perry Stadium in 2010.
That is something the team against Idaho, Clawson said.
The Falcons will look to get more
hopes to change as it takes on FCS
team Morgan State 7 p.m. Saturday production from the running game,
which had one of its stronger perforat the Doyt.
"The one thing that we tell our mances during Clawson's tenure last
players every year is that the mark of week against Idaho.
As a team, the Falcons rushed
a good program is the ability to win
at home," Clawson said. "We were for 187 yards, led by true freshman
not happy with how we played at Am hi .n Samuel who had 141 yards
home a year ago. We played very in his first collegiate game.
"We didn't cut people loose; I think
poorly. That's something that we
that the offensive line played cohehave to get rectified.
"In football you only get 12 oppe*-—- sivelv," Clawson said. "You didn't see
tunities, but for those six home defensive linemen three yards into
opportunities, you want to show the the backfield untouched. A lot of that
crowd that buy the season tickets— comes from cohesion; this loffensive
and your own students—that you line is a group that has played half
take tremendous pride in represent- a season together, all of spring and
summer together, so there's far beting Bowling Green State University."
The Falcons' only victory at home ter communication."
last season came in their home
This was personified when Samuel
opener against Marshall, a strong was in the game, as he had zero
44-28 game.
carries that resulted in lost yards.
In that game, the Falcons scored He also broke a 52 yard run, which
16 fourth-quarter points to pull helped him to an average of 6.4 yards
ahead, led by backup quarterback per carry.
As a team, the Falcons ran for 3.9
Aaron Pankratz and a 29-yard pick
six by Jerry "Booboo" Gates.
yards per rush
In fact the Falcons are 2-0 in home
"You love to see the 30 and 40 yard
openers under Clawson. They beat
See FOOTBALL | Page 10
Troy 31-14 in Clawson's first game as
head coach in 2009.
Sports Editor

By Nick M.rlow
Reporter

In the words of boxing ring
announcer Michael Buffer: are
you rrrrready?
The Falcons lake on 6-0
Michigan Slate tonight in the first
game of the Best Western Falcon
Plaza Invitational, which is the
first athletic event held in the
Stroh Center.
"The Stroh is a great place,"
said coach Denise Van De Walle.
"We're so blessed to be in it. We're
excited to play this weekend at

home... it will be the first time for
all of us."
The Spartans, who have swept
all six opponents, provide BG its
toughest match of the season thus
far. The Falcons are also entering
the match sporting a sparkling
6-0 record. The first serve is set to
begin at 6:00 p.m.
MSU has been dominant early
on, hitting an impressive .336 clip
as a team. Outside hitter lenilee
Rathje is living up to her preseason
All-Big Ten selection with her
team-leading 86 (4.78 per set) kills.
Middle blocker Alexis Mathews,

with 32 blocks, has acted as a wall
for the Spartans. Her6-foot-3-inch
frame will be a difficult obstacle
for the Falcons to get around.
"Michigan State is a very good
team," Van De Walle said. "They
are big and athletic ... they jump
really well and hit the ball from
a high point that we don't always
see in practice."
BG should get a preview of where
they stand in the Mid-American
Conference East Division in playSee SETS | Page 9

Men's golf to play in
Northern Intercollegiate
BYROMMACK I THEBGNFWS

ByVinc. M.loni
Reporter

ALYSSA ZUCCARO No 15m white, runs the ball up the held in a game played against Detroit earlier this season.

Women's soccer hopes to build
momentum with two weekend games
ByAloKrampuky
Reporter
After coming off a weekend full of
highs and lows, the Falcons went to
practice this week with a different
mentality.
The Falcons won their first match
against Cleveland State last Friday
and had a very positive mood after
that. However, on Sunday they lost a
hard-fought match against Niagara
that went into overtime.
"There was a mixture of emotions

FACEBOOK

this weekend," said senior Megan
Amann. "Everyone was really frustrated after the loss to Niagara."
"We know that it is our mental
game that is our weakness right
now," said senior Alyssa Zuccaro,
"We went out to win on Friday and
we did on Sunday."
Coach Andy Richards was just as
frustrated as the players.
"It has to come from them now,"
he said. "I can only do so much as
the coach."
The season is already a quarter

of the way through, but the Falcons
know that they still have time to
improve their game before they enter
Mid-American Conference matches
beginning Sept. 23 in Buffalo.
"We are not ready for the crucial
MAC matches yet," Richards said.
"But that's why we still have four
more non-conference games to get
us to the level we need to be at"
Zuccaro agreed, saying the team
See SOCCER | Page 10

The BG men's golf team looks to
rebound after a poor finish at
last week's Turning Stone Tiger
Intercollegiate by traveling to
Chicago for the weekend to play
in the Northern Intercollegiate.
The tournament, taking place
at Rich Harvest Farms, features
a field that includes 16 teams,
seven of which are from the MidAmerican Conference.
"It is great competition and will
really let us know where we sit in
the conference with everyone but
Kent State and Ohio participating," said coach Garry Winger.
The field includes Akron, Ball
State, Eastern Michigan, Miami
(OH), Northern Illinois and Toledo
from the MAC. It also includes
some of the nation's better golf

Draw
Preston
Senior will be the
team's No. 1 golfer
this weekend

teams in Illinois, Central Florida
and East Tennessee State.
This weekend BG will be sending only a team of five, including four of last weekend's participants in Drew Preston, Parker
Hewitt, Wes Gates and Charlie
Olsen. Chris Melvin will be joining them this tournament.
"It is one of the nicest golf
courses in the country; we just
need to make sure to bring our
putters and bring our heads,"
Preston said.
See GOLF | Page 9
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Fans pick Falcons to win
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The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us
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Based on a poll on BGNews.com, the vast majority

department on Facebook. Log on to
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extending beyond what goes in the paper,

of fans believe that the Falcons will beat Morgan
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
Alter one week, our pickers are seperated by only
two games With a fresh
crop of games, we have a
new picker, after Max Filby
bows out after one week
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MICHELEWYSOCKI
Assistant Sports Editor

RYAN SATKOWIAK
Sports Editor

Morgan St.

vs.BG

Noline
Not]* Dane
' ',
VS. MKHCJM
Notre Dame -3.5

No. 16 Miss. St
vs.Aiabum

Mississippi St. -65
No. 12 S. CaroKna
yj. Georgia

South Car.-3

Morgan State has some talent.
and BG likes to make home
openers interesting, but the

fggjgfy

The Falcons are going to continue
what they started and w*wm at
home
BG 35. Morgan St. M

can

'
' P^k against the Irish.
Maize and Blue al day every day.
Tommy Rees has a huge game to
lead the Irish to a prime time win.
ND42,

Michigan 17

I think everyone has it covered.
Auburn is not a good team this
year. Utah State showed that last
week.
Miss St. 31 Auburn 10

Michigan 28, NO 21
Aubumlost depth short and sweet
nfhavetocpviththeBuldogson
this oneMiss. St. 30, Auburn 28

MarasLattimoreisastud.Heonce I'm torn, but Fni going to have to
again showcases his talents this
give mis one to Georgia
weekend
S.Carolina 28. Georgia 17

Georgia 24. S. CaroSna 21

BYRON HACK

KATIE GABBANA

Photo Editor

Design Editor

BGSU E comrg off an mpressrve
wh The Fakers ai stearmgl right
over Morgan St. getting off to a 2-0
start
BG 63. Morgan St. 7
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BG 34, Morgan St 10
GO BLUE!

MSU is gong to trash Auburn The
FAitax lost to the Tigers last season
by a fcekf goal But tte isn't the same
Auburn team
Miss. St 38, Auburn 10

Cam Newton is gone, therefore I
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Michigan 46. Notre Dame 42
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Miss. St. 28. Auburn 17
Since South Carolina rs ranked that's
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the digits 1 to 9.There is no
S. Carolina 21. Georgia 16

guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

No. J Alabama
vs. No. 23 Finn St
Alabama-10
No. 21 Missouri
vs. Arizona St.
Arizona St. -7.5
Overall record

Kama's OB situation is worse
Rd Tde
than Notre Dame's, but the Tide
defense and Trent Richardson
get the team a win.
Alabama 35, Penn St 14
Alabama 38, Penn St. 24

Baro's defense carries them but thei BAMA BAMA BAMA W0000"
QB sJtuabon keeps the game cbse.
(Shout out to my Chi Omega's)

Alabama 21, Penn St 10

Alabama 38, Penn St 21

GoYcutubeUxrasBufctHeis
a beast Not realy on upset but the
Sun Devfc get a big wh on thei
waytoabigseason
Arizona St. 45, Missouri 28

I'm copying Ryan's pick because
he told me not to

Arizona St 35. Mrssoun 21

ASUwl upset Mrssoun. as the
Tigers break in a new OB The Sun
Devk wi bum the Tigers in a dose
game, winning it in the fourth
Arizona St 28, Missouri 21

5-1

4-2

3-3

4-2

It 6 wh* It 6.

9
3

ROLL ALONG!

Close game, but Denard
Robinson will show he can run
a pro-style offense and have a
huge game.
Michigan 24, ND 17

The Gamecocks will win a close
one. Marcus Lattimore will truck
over the Dogs and lead his
team to a win.
S. Carolina 27, Georgia 21
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Rich Harvest Farms is
ranked as the 58th best golf
course in America by Golf
Digest this golf season and
is very long, requiring golfers to be very careful with
their shots. The fourth hole
is nicknamed the "Devil's
Elbow" and the tee box
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and fairways are lined
with trees, making it a very
intimidating shot.
Not only are seven MAC
schools participating but it
is also the site of the MAC
Championships in the
spring.
"It is going to offer us
a great preview for the
spring," Winger said. "We
will be able to take notes
and figure out how the

greens play; it will make us
very prepared."
The team will play 36
holes on Saturday and
conclude with 18 holes on
Sunday. Everyone is looking
to build off the good from
last weekend, and the players are staying positive, trying to focus on this tournament and what the course
and competition offers
them for the spring.

¥ EA SPORTS M
VIRTUAL SHOWDOWN <■*
NATE ElKONICH I IWBGNIWS

By MM Eastarvrood
Reporter

The BG women's golf team will
be heading to its first match of
the season this weekend at the
Redbird Invitational, hosted by
Illinois State University.
The Falcons haven't played
this course in nearly 10 years
and will face 16 other teams,
including several MidAmerican Conference opponents such as Toledo, Ohio
University and Ball State.
Previous MAC champion Kent State will not be
playing this weekend. That
doesn't seem to bother coach
Stephanie Young.
"With golf you play more
against the course," Young said.
Young is very optimistic
about this year's team and
that this weekend will be a
"good test for us between the
MAC schools and the host
(Illinois State]."
In golf there is a definite

SETS
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ing MSU, as the Spartans
beat Toledo (3-3) in three
competitive sets last
weekend.
Saturday morning, BG will
meet a 4-4 Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville
team. The Cougars have a
strong utility player with setter Sammie Milton. She has
posted 22 kills at a .467 clip
to go along with 300 assists,
11 serving aces 62 digs and
six blocks. Milton has dis-

home field advantage, Young
said.
The Falcons will send five
of the seven girls on the roster, including both freshmen Patricia Holt and Shelby
Wilson, junior team captain
Amy Ruthenberg and the
returning team number one
Bailey Arnold
The two freshmen have
fit right in and are expected
to be successful right away,
Young said.
Both from Texas, the freshmen agreed that courses in
the Midwest play very differently than those in the
Longhorn State.
Despite that, neither is nervous about the upcoming
match, both exhibiting a cod
confidence.
Arnold is very optimistic
about this match and said that
she has been "playing better
than ever." She is expecting
one of her best results despite

undergoing wrist surgery and
being unable to play or practice for the majority of the
summer months.
The Redbird Invitational will
see the Falcons playing 36 holes
on Saturday and 18 on Sunday,
with a practice round Friday.
Young expects the team to finish at least in the top half.
Even though this is not the
MAC Tournament, this will
be a great test for the Falcons
against several of their conference rivals. By playing with
other teams from the MAC the
girls are more comfortable in
their games, Arnold said. The
schools play so many times
that many of the players have
become friends.
The Falcons draw inspiration from a poster in Young's
office that reads, "We WILL
be MAC champions." The
team hopes this tournament
will be a good first test for the
team.

tributed her assists evenly
among her teammates, as
five Cougars have recorded APARTMENTS
at least 50 kills.
• 1+2BR
The Falcons play Canisius
Apartments Available •
College in their final match
Saturday evening. The 4-2
» Semester Leases #
Griffs, like the Cougars,
*
Minutes
from BGSU .
have a solid setter in Janeile
Davis. Davis has recorded 21 » Pet friendly community*
kills at a .450 clip, 177 assists,
• Utilities included •
47 digs and 10 serving aces.
"I think this is a very
competitive tournament," CULL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
Van De Walle said. "All four
teams can do some great 300 Napoleon Road i
in Bowling Green
things. It will be interesting
to see how it all turns out."
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Women's golf gets season
started at Redbird Invitational

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BGs season on EA Sports'
NCAA '12 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.

Morgan S

AMY RUTHENBERG takes an approach shot in last season's Falcon Invitational played in Bowling Green,
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15 0 0 15
3 14 13 14 3 44
This week's top performers:
BGSU: QB Matt Schilz 14-40,283 yards, 4 TD (1 rush)
WR Kamar Jorden 5 catches, 185 yards, 2 TD
'Portrayed in game by FCS East team.
REAL RECORD
VIRTUAL RECORD
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Men's soccer looks to
rebound in Pittsburgh
By Cimeton T#.igu# Robinson
Reporter

Coming off their first loss of
the season against Cleveland
State, the Falcons will try
and start up another winning streak this weekend in
the Pitt/Nike invitational in
Pittshurgh.
They will play Duquesnc
Friday afternoon at 5 p.m.
and Pittshurgh on Sunday at
2:30 p.m. Duquesne is currently 2-0-1. and Pittshurgh
is 1-2-1.
The Falcons have had a
week to redirect their energy
from the loss of Cleveland
St. into the two games this
weekend. I'hey will look to
rebound against those two
teams, with the Falcons
taking a 2-1 record into the
matches.
"We had the loss out of our
heads by Sunday." said coach
Eric Nichols. "We hate losing but you have to put those

SOCCER
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just needs to stay the course.
"We're not far from being
ready for MAC play." Zuccaro
said. "We need to come out
ready to compete."
The Falcons finished 2-6-3
in MAC games last season.
Their conference games will
be their biggest opportunity to
prove to themselves that they
can compete this season.
The Falcons are on the road

"This has been one
of our best weeks
of practice so far."
Eric Nichols | Head Coach

games behind you fast."
With a hard week of practice, the Falcons should be
re-energized and ready to
go for the weekend. The only
thing they may lose is their
competitive edge as they have
not played in-game intensity
since last Saturday.
"We usually do like to
have a scrimmage when
we do not have a game on
Wednesday." Nichols said.
"But they love being together and playing together, so
every practice is intense."
This was the best time to
have a full week of practice
after their loss to Cleveland
St. This will allow them to
fix anything they need to in

for both matches this weekend. On Friday, they travel
to East Lansing, Mich, for a
match against Michigan State,
who beat them 2-0 last year
at home. They will then be in
Youngstnwn to take on the
Penguins of Youngstown State
on Sunday.
"This weekend it is all about
us," An].inn said. "We need to
give it our all and prove to ourselves that we can win."
Richards said that the team
needs to come out with the
same mentality that they did

Help Wanted

order to get better.
"This has been one of our
best weeks of practice so far,"
Nichols said. "The team came
in focused and excited to start
practicing again."
As they have been practicing hard each day, so have
Duquesne and Pittsburgh;
they will be ready for these
games.
"Even though they do not
have any key players, they
are very big, strong and
physical teams," Nichols
said. "They play very organized soccer that will be difficult to score on."
They will have to do better
at finishingin front of the goal
this weekend than they did
against Cleveland St. If they
don't, they will have a hard
time winning these games.
"Everybody is excited and
ready to get back out there,"
Nichols said. "We are happy
we have another chance to
win more games."

against Cleveland State to be
successful this weekend.
"We need to come out
with the mental toughness
that we had in Cleveland last
week," Kichards said. "We
need to fight and be a better
team overall. We must turn
our leads in wins. But will it
be enough?"
The Falcons' next home
match will be next Friday
when they take on the
Mastodons of IPFW at 5
p.m. at the Cochrane Soccer
Stadium.

Sales-Garage/ Estate/

Classific
419-372-6977

1 hi' ltd News Mill licit knowingly accept
•dvaRtMmmta ihdt dischmmate, or
I'licotiraite discrimination agaimt any
individual or group on the basis of race.
**■«. color, erred, rrllfpoii national oriRin. sexual orientation, disability, status
.iMiiirtan or on the basis nlanv other
legally protected status

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Carryout!
NOW delivering!!
Anything in the store to you
Every day 4pm-2;30am!
419-354-BEER
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
NFL Sunday Ticket,
8G Browns Backers,
College Football!
17 TVs. Sunday Liquor!
18 & Over until 9 on Sundays1
Kebab Deluxe Restaurant
located in Woodland Mall
Fresh Mediterranean cuisine and
delicious pastries. Great Prices!
Free delivery lor orders over $15
Don't forget to try our baklava!
Call 419-373-9803

Help Wanted
Bartending, up to S300/day
No exp needed training crse
avail, call 800-965-6520 X174
Days Inn now hiring, all shifts
for front desk and housekeeping
No calls, apply in person
at 1740 E Woosler St. BG

Auctions
Looking lor cleaning help,
1-4 days per week. 5-15 hrs/wk
MUST BE AVAIL MORNINGS &
HAVE RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION. Starting pay $7.50mr.
Contact Amy at 330-620-6927.
NOW HIRING POSITIVE,
MOTIVATED PERSONS!
Wait stall. Bartenders, for the
Food & Beverage team. Full or
Part time Positions available
Requirements include basic
knowledge ol Ihe lood and beverage service Need lo work well in
a team environment. Candidate
mu9t demonstrate an outgoing,
guest oriented and friendly
demeanor Apply in person at:
Slone Oak Country Club
100 Slone Oak Blvd. Holland OH
Wait staff needed.starting now!
Contacl Key at: 419-874-7079
26530 Dixie Hwy, Perrysburg.

For Rent
"11-12 house remains.
146 S. College, up to 5, AC, W/D
also rooms low as S225
all next to campus, 419-353-0325.
1/1/12 rentals, CartyRentals com

4BR house near downtown,
avail immed! W/D. A/C. garage.
S1200/motutils, 419-308-1733
Newer, cozy. 1 BR duplex w/
deck close to campus, yr lease.
$40O/motutils. call 419-654-5716.

Garage Sale -Fri 9/9. 9am - 3pm
7833 Rt 105 (5 miles east of BG).
Sleeper couch, dishes, hutch,
bookcase, table, telescope,
sundry ilems.
GREAT lor sludents!
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ACROSS
i Espresso concoction
6 Pile
10 With 13-Across, coming-out
phrase?
13 See 10-Across
14 Surprisingly, the Rays don't play
there
15 Something to pick
16 Dairy food tor a haunted house?
18"CSI" proof
19 Campfire whopper
20 Mer flow
21 Mce revolting
23 Boxed Brie?
26 Shower head, maybe
29 Georgetown athlete
30 Outlet store abbr.
31 Thwart the re-election bid of
34 Sask. neighbor
36 With 41-Across. pancake-flavored drink?
40 Priest's vestment

41
42
43
45
46
48
50
55
56
57
61
62

1 Like some lingerie
2 Uttar Pradesh tourist city
3 Stratum
4 Medium state?
5 Bugler with horns
6 With "The." city with a lake
called the Hofvijver at its
center
7 It has six toes
8 Fuzzy fruit
9 Weather forecast word
10 Sundance entry, usu37
ally
11 Pitchfork parts
39
12 Gape
41
43
14 Perfectly
17 Be homesick (for)
44
22 Name that means
47
"cool breeze" in
49
Hawaiian
50
24 Casanova
51
25 Abu
26 Flaky mineral
52
53
27 Boots an easy
grounder
54
58
28 Arbor Day planting
32 Spa offering
59
33 Popular street name
60
35 "Correct answer63
sound
36"... Prince Albert in

See38-Across
_?'
Drifting, maybe
Pedicure stone
Parliament vote
Literary _
Runs the show
Snacks for an all-nighter?
Goldbricks
App with a Buddy List
vez: Spaniard's "again"
Flee
Dinner dish decorated for a
king?
65 Sugar suffix
66 Filled a hold with
67 Western
68 Kitten's cry
69 Checked out
70 Set of principles

FOOTBALL

Stephens, a preseason
All-Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference selection this
season, had 10 tackles in the
Bears' season-opening loss
against Towson.
Last season he had his season cut short by injury. Still he
posted 65 tackles, three sacks
and led the team with 11.5
tackles for a loss.
Like Stephens, the Bears
have a former BCS conference player in running back
Jourdan Brooks, who transferred from Rutgers prior to
2010. He ran for 266 yards on
95 carries last season.
Like their rush offense,

From Page 8

runs, hut what I like to see is
consistent 2 and 3 yard runs,"
Clawson said. "That way you
stay on schedule, and when
you stay on schedule, you
have the threat of running or
throwing the hall."
Defensively, the Bears will
look to rely on junior linebacker Allen Stephens, a
transfer from Virginia Tech
prior to the 2010 season, to
slow the Falcons' offense,
which had 478 yards of total
offense against Idaho.

Ring jinglers
Conceals sneakily
Boo bird's call
Depict
Cupcake filling
Emotionally unavailable type
Weather map line
Drive insert
Stir
One of Nixon's vices?!
Made like a crow
Good-hearted
Spot for un chapeau
Lou of The Velvet
Underground
_-Cuban music
William Browne's
"Awake, faire Muse."

64 Sawbones
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the Falcons showed a much
improved rush defense
against Idaho, allowing
only 52 yards rushing to
the Vandals. The team also
recorded a safety.
"Obviously as a defense you
try to hold them to the least
amount of points as you can,
and if you put up points that's
just a plus," said defensive
tackle Chris Jones, the MAC
Fast Defensive Player of the
Week for week one. "Against
Idaho we gave up a couple of
plays that put them in position to score those touchdowns, but overall we played
really great that game."

WILKINS
Thursday. Sept 15. 2011,1030am
112 E Washington St. BG, OH.
WATCH FOR AUCTION SIGNS!
Auclion includes: 1980 Centuri
"Phoenix" Arcade Game:
Restaurant Equipment: Movies
& Supplies. Movie Memorabilia:
Furniture & Fixtures. Visit our
website for complete list @:

www auct'onzjc.cam
AUCTIONEERS NOTE:
Video Spectrum has gone out
of business. This auction
Includes all remaining Inventory and assets In the building.
PLAN ON ATTENDING!
TERMS: Cash, or good check
(with proper I D). day ol auction;
no goods removed until settled
for. NO BUYERS PREMIUMI
OWNERS Susan M. Wilkins S
William G. Wilkins
AUCTIONEERS:
N. KEITH BRADLEY, C. A. I.
BILL DA VIES
1037 N. Main St, BG. OH 43402
Phone:419-352-3268
Toll Free: 1-800-228-7510
Food by Susie's.
Not Responsible lor Accidents
or Loss Member ol
The Better Business Bureau
BRADLEY A NAME SYNONYMOUS
WITH AUCTIONS!
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BGSU Falcons VS Morgan State Bears
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Mid-American Conference vs Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference: By the numbers

Wt Tale of the Tape
\_l
32

2011 Slats
L_ Points

3

478

Total Offense

160

187

Rushing/Game

48

48

Rushing Att./Game

28

3.9

Yards/Carry

1.7

291

Passing/Game

112

31

Passing Att./Game

20

15

Points Allowed/Game

42

280

Total Defense/Game

534

52

Rushing Allowed/Game

264

228

Passing Allowed/Game

270

+3

Turnover Margin

_^_ -1

2011 Leaders
Matt Schilz (291)

Passing Yards/Game

Anthon Samuel (141)

Rushing Yards/Game

Eugene Cooper (110)

Receiving Yards/Game

Aaron Foster (5.5)

Tackles

Robert Council (72)
—

Jourdan Brooks (48)
Lamont Bryant (61)
■

Allen Stephens (10)

BGSU Falcons VS Morgan State Bears

WWWBGNEWSCOH

Key players to watch
Bowling Green Falcons
QBMattSchilz
After being named the
starter just days before the
Falcons opened their season, the redshirt sophomore quarterback was
instrumental in guiding
the Falcons to a big seasonopening win.
Against Idaho, he threw for
291 yards on 19-of-31 passing. He threw two touchdowns and was not intercepted.
In 10 starts for the Falcons
last season, Schilz threw
for 2,773 yards with eight
touchdowns and 14 interceptions.
I HK«M

Morgan State Bears

w

1 Eugene Cooper WR
2 Ray HutsonWR
I Ktvin Hoorf Dl

4 Jordan Hopgood RB
5 Dwayne Woods LB
6 DJ. Lynch LB
6 Anthon Samuel RB
7 Matt Schilz 06
8 Cameron Truss DO
9Adrian Hodges WR
lOHerveCoby WR
II Matt Johnson QB
11 Jovan Leechock DB
12 Devon McKoyDB
13 Travis Greene WR
13 DeMark Jenkins TE
lajudeAdieiBarimehPB

27 Jason Rice Rov

61 SfnBojkkOL

96 Ronnie Goble DE

28 Steven Dunlap WR
28 Tony Treytor DB
30 Marcus Graham DB

62 Spencer Cairo OL
64 Johnathan Fry OL
65 Jeremy Ernst OL

97 Hunter Maynard DT
98 Tyler Tate K
99 Kyle Burkhardt K

30 Mark Mays DB

66 Mark Kulbts DL
67 Micky Wagner DL
68 Scott Lewis OL

31 Austin CoBier DB
32 Keith Morgan DB
33 Paul Swan LB
34 Zach Akenberger RB
34 Brain Sutton DB
35 Eric Jordan LB
36 Matt RedfteM LB
37 Jame I Martin RB
38 Gabe Martin LB
39 Justin Ford DB
40 Jordan Leininger LB
41 Tim Moore Rov

42 Chris Pohknan TE/FB

70 Isaiah Brier OL
71 Chip Robinson OL
73 Jordon Roussos OL
74 Christian Piana OL
75 BJfla Bryant OL
76 Mack Hager OL
78 rJomMque Wherton OL
79 Fahn Cooper OL
80 Justus Jones WR
B1 Chris Gallon WR
82 Aka Bayer
82 Teyter Hanes WR
as Shaun JoplinWR

46 Charlie WaJker LB
47 Clay RolfTE

84 Dtontre Delk WR
85 Heath Jackson WR

19 Kamer Jordan WR

48 Jerry Phillips K
49 Stephen Stein K
50 Darius Gilbert DE

20 John Ptttignw RB
21 Adrien Spencer DB
22 Erique Geiger RB

51 Anthony Lev/son DE
52 Dominic rteonBy ■ OL
53 Matt Engel IS

86 Deejay White LB
87 Matt Ociypok K
87 Mitch WIBi
TE
BS Randal Montgomery TE

23 Aaron Foster DB
24 Jury Gates OB

54 Cory Johnson LS
55 Ale. Huettel OL
SSSheqHaBDC

16 Trent Hurley QB
17 Nick McKnkjht WR
17 Denard Turner DB
ISRyan BurbrinkWR
IBBartTansklWR

25 Jonathan Davfs DB
2S OerreB Hunter OB
25 Johnny Joseph DB
26Aunre'Davis DS

SB Tim Love DE
59 Dartan Dllsniy OL

89 Tyler Beck TE
89 James Brown TW
90 JBJRM Campbell DE
»1 Chris Jones DT
92 Zach Cotvin DE
93 Ted OueMet DC
94 Bryan Batrd DE

60 Scott Hodges OL

IP

MORGAN STATE
ROSTER

The Bears' senior running
back has a pedigree strong
enough to match his 245
pound frame.

VI UHim

BOWUNG GREEN
ROSTER

43 Bryan Thomas DE
45 Zach Stei nmetz TE

14 Malik Stokes QB
15 Ryljnd Wjrd DB

RB Jourdan Brooks

Brooks is a former three
star recruit who played
at Rutgers for two seasons, before transferring
to Morgan State after his
sophomore season,

2 Joe Rank in DB
3 Kenneth Ridley DB
4 Nader Furrha QB

In his first season at Morgan
State, be ran 95 times for
266 yards.

IIBakaci Smith LX
12 Donovan Dickarson QB

In a season opening loss to
Towson, he ran 15 times for
48 yards.

MfcS—IKJMLI.

5 Allen Stephens LB
6 Derrick Sherman WR
7WinfredDionsW1l
§ Lamont Bryant TE
» Chris Eugene DL
10 Andre Nelson WR

13Yusuf DosuWR
14 Montrel Church WR
15 Robert CooncH 06
16SethrfcgginsQ6
IB James WrennQB
19 Chris Flowers WR
20 Travis Davidson RB
21 Lafredo Brady DB
22 Col ho Ring RB

23 Jourdan Brooks RB
24 Saquan Moody D6

47 Jarvis West LB

25 Jerry Jones DB
26 Calvin FuBer LB

49 Robert Miranda LS

27 Tracy Mai Un RB
28 Jaleel Reddkk 06
29 Nicholas Adams P

53 Stephen BBssatt LB

30 Raymond Thonaaioii FB
31 Damonte McClary RS
32 Reshaude Mitler DB
33 Brian Mann RB

52 Cordetl Robinson LB

54 Tiemey Tares LB
55 Michael DaBas N LB
5* Courtney Wanerson LB
57Cody Acker LB
5S David Warner LB
59 GeWnan King LB

34 jtOTWrvy >' 11 y RB
35 Nathan Avers D6
36 Joshua WiBiams RB
37 Bel u end Kouetrl DB

60 Robert Hayes OL
62 Clarence Swain CM.
63 Canton Bea DL

SB Abraham Mercado K
39 David Brown RB
40 Justin Thomas OB

M Taylor Pass OL
67 Joshua Durden OL
6B Jerry Evans DE
71 Joseph Wilson OL

42 Paul Eat man D6
44 Christopher Outten LB
46 Richard Ndubuere LB

65 Jerome June Dl

72TyreHC*oroOL
74 Karim Barton CH

77 Chris Chukwuocha OL
78 Lawrence Brewer OL
79 Nicholas Harris OL
81 Andrew King WR
82 Chuka Okakpu WR
84 Anthony Smooth WR
86 Jorge Young TE
87 Kristian Johnson TE
88 Robert Preston WR
89 Devonte Undsey TW
90 Justin Young DE
92 Zary Stewart DE
93 Kevin Myrie DL
94 Randon Key DL
95 Lucson Nod DL
96 Demarco Bisbee DL
97DonaMSchuhH-DL
98 Darren Pinnock Dl

4FrKfay.Stptember9.201)

BGSU Falcons Morgan State Bears
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